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A Little About this Conference Series
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• Neutrino is the largest conference in neutrino physics. It is an 
international conference. Typically ~600-900 people attend.

• Conference has been hosted around the world every other year 
since 1972. 

• Neutrino 2020 was planned to be held in downtown Chicago, 
but in March 2020 we had to re-plan this as an entirely online 
conference due to COVID-19. Conference was held in June 2020.

– Co-Chairs: Steve Brice (FNAL), Marvin Marshak (University of Minnesota), Sam Zeller (FNAL)
– Team included 11 people on the LOC + 5 session chairs + excellent support from Fermilab



Some Statistics
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• Many records set by this conference:

• 4,350 registrants from 67 countries 

• participation from all 7 continents                  
(including the South Pole)

• ~60% of attendees were students and postdocs

• 5,800 YouTube views of posters
• 23,078 communications on Slack
• 62,000 visits to our website to view recorded talks

• Neutrino 2020 had a far reach & allowed people to 
attend who might otherwise have been unable

• Many aspects likely to carry into future conferences

participants connected from 67 countries



The Conference Itself
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• Neutrino 2020 was held as an entirely online 
conference June 22 - July 2, 2020.

• Format  included several components:

– Plenary talks (Monday-Thursday, 4 days/week for          
2 weeks, 1/2 days, 7:00-11:30 CDT)
• broadcast via ZOOM webinar with Q&A

– Poster sessions
• both via a web portal and VR

– Virtual Reality (VR) platform 
– Slack for conference interactions
– Advertised talks in real time on Facebook and Twitter
– Physics Slam for public outreach

conference website: http://nu2020.fnal.gov

• 79 talks given by neutrino physicists from 
around the globe from their homes

• broadcast live every morning
• talks were recorded live & posted daily

http://nu2020.fnal.gov/


Posters at Neutrino 2020
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• Having an opportunity to present a 
poster on your research at a conference 
like this is really important for young 
scientists

• Many included a 2 minute summary 
video (this was optional)

• Web portal: 

• 532 posters (this was also a record)
• 5,800 YouTube views of posters

https://nu2020.fnal.gov

https://nu2020.fnal.gov/


Virtual Reality at Neutrino 2020
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Virtual Reality Platform
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• A single postdoc designed, built, and ran the VR
• Mozilla Hubs provided the open source software & support
• Very popular, overwhelmingly positive feedback

3,409 conference 
attendees visited the 

VR platform

• Developed an innovative way to interact, through a Virtual Reality (VR) platform
– 532 early career scientists presented posters



Virtual Reality Platform
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• Participants could           
customize avatars.

• Visitors were able to move 
within & between rooms. When 
a person approached another 
person’s avatar, people could 
speak and hear each others 
voices. 

• VR was used for live poster sessions at set times during 
the conference. Posters displayed in multiple rooms.



Virtual Reality Platform
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Virtual Reality Platform
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• VR also included social gathering 
rooms and portals for sight-seeing 
at Fermilab and in Chicago.



Code of Conduct
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• Registration handled via Indico. 

• We required registrants to agree to 
the Code of Conduct. You could not 
register for the conference or receive 
connection details without doing so.

• We setup an online reporting system.

• Reports of violations of the conference 
Code of Conduct could be made 
anonymously.



Archiving Content
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• We did not have proceedings.

• All of the conference content was 
archived on our Neutrino 2020 
conference website.

• With help from Fermilab, we archived 
all talks, recordings (with speaker 
permission), and posters on Zenodo.



What Worked Well: Before the Conference
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• We organized dress rehearsals. We rehearsed the conference with our local organizing 
committee and session chairs in the time leading up to the conference with ”fake” talks. 
• This was very important in gaining experience with the webinar & working together as a team

• We assigned explicit roles to each member of the local organizing committee. The roles 
each had written job descriptions. This included the following assignments:

• Webinar host (checklist)
• Speaker assistance
• Talk recording and posting
• Session chairing
• Q&A handling

• Poster assistance
• VR assistance
• Slack on-boarding and monitoring
• Email list monitoring
• Social media posting
• ZOOM webinar tech support

• We also tried to anticipate problems and created a trouble-shooting guide. If this 
happens, this is who and how we should respond (for ex., what if a speaker does not show up, etc.)



What Worked Well: Before the Conference
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• We consulted a very helpful 30+ page guide on “Virtual Conferences: A Guide to Best 
Practices” that was published by the ACM Presidential Task Force (2020).
• https://people.clarkson.edu/~jmatthew/acm/VirtualConferences_GuideToBestPractices_CURRENT.pdf

• We scheduled rehearsal sessions for speakers in the weeks leading up to the conference 
so that speakers could practice sharing their slides, audio, and video. 

• We provided audio recordings of presenters saying their names to our session chairs. 
Session chairs really appreciated this.

• We provided speakers instruction including a checklist and ZOOM tips.
• https://conferences.fnal.gov/nu2020/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/Nu2020-speaker-instructions.pdf
• We spent quite a bit of time on this after pulling together content from a variety of places. 
• We have shared this document (link above) which you might also find useful.

https://people.clarkson.edu/~jmatthew/acm/VirtualConferences_GuideToBestPractices_CURRENT.pdf
https://conferences.fnal.gov/nu2020/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/Nu2020-speaker-instructions.pdf


What Worked Well: During the Conference
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• We set up a ½ hour practice session before the conference each day in case speakers 
wanted to do a last minute check of their setup.

• We set up multiple ways for participants to communicate with the organizers 
(email, Slack channel, in the VR) so as to be able to ask direct questions of the 
conference team.

• We also posted a FAQ page for conference participants that was updated daily.
• https://conferences.fnal.gov/nu2020/faqs/

• We held a regrouping session for the local organizing team over ZOOM at the end of 
each day of the conference so we could discuss (and solve) any issues that came up.

https://conferences.fnal.gov/nu2020/faqs/


Lessons Learned
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• While we pulled this off successfully, it would of course have been better to have had 
more people and more time to mount a virtual conference of this scope and scale.

• We allowed people to register during the conference. Many people registered while
the conference was going on and expected an immediate response (e.g., I registered this 
morning, why haven’t I received connection details yet). This was an unanticipated large task that, 
in future, we would have assigned in advance.



Summary
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• Neutrino 2020 was hosted as an entirely online conference last summer (June 22-July 2, 2020)

• This virtual conference was put together by a small team (~15 people) in 2.5 months
• ZOOM webinar + Slack + poster web portal + Virtual Reality
• The Virtual Reality was especially popular

• We were pleasantly surprised by the turnout & how well it went

• Record attendance for this conference series
• 4,350 people from 67 countries and all 7 continents (in-person attendance is typically ~600-900 people)
• 60% of participants were students and postdocs

• Allowed people to attend who might otherwise have been unable to

• While there are aspects of an in-person conference that can not be replicated virtually, 
this increased inclusivity and accessibility is important to maintain moving forward 

• Read more: https://www.symmetrymagazine.org/article/more-than-3000-scientists-gather-online-for-neutrino-2020
https://cerncourier.com/a/neutrino-2020-zooms-into-virtual-reality/ (CERN Courier, July 23, 2020)

https://www.symmetrymagazine.org/article/more-than-3000-scientists-gather-online-for-neutrino-2020
https://cerncourier.com/a/neutrino-2020-zooms-into-virtual-reality/
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Thank You!


